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Hello, booksellers and librarians!
The creators of Jazz ABZ are back for an encore
with Squeak, Rumble, Whomp! Whomp! Whomp!
With infectious rhythm and rhyme, musical
master Wynton Marsalis opens kids’ ears to
the sounds around us.
What’s that sound? A back door squeeeaks open
as a nearby mouse goes, eeek eeek eeek eeek! Big
trucks on the highway rrrrumble, while hunger
makes a tummy grrrrumble. Ringing with
exuberance and auditory delights, this second
collaboration by world-renowned jazz musician
and composer Wynton Marsalis and acclaimed
illustrator Paul Rogers takes readers (and listeners)
on a rollicking, clanging, clapping tour through
the many sounds that fill a neighborhood.

a sonic adventure by

Wynton
Marsalis
illustrated by

Paul Rogers

Using the invitation template provided, invite
your young readers to a Squeak, Rumble,Whomp!
Whomp! Whomp! event at your store or library. If
time allows, decorate the event area with cardboard
musical notes and symbols as well as gold-tone
plastic musical instruments. If possible, locate a
musical conductor’s baton to use during the event.
Once your attendees are assembled, read the
book aloud. Then do some or all of the activities
described in this kit and hand out copies of the
reproducibles provided for more noisy fun.
Enjoy!
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Created by Toni Buzzeo, a certified school librarian and the author
of both picture books for children and professional books for librarians
and educators.
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Squeak, Rumble, Whomp! Whomp! Whomp!
ACTIVITIES
Rhymes with Squeaks
After your first reading of the book, return to the initial two double-page spreads and read those four pages aloud. Ask who can
think of a word that rhymes with squeaks, eeeks, and speaks.
Invite children to help you to create a fourth rhyming line using that word (such as Grandma’s old rocker creaks). Continue
through the story, creating a rhyming fourth line for every three lines you read.

It’s a Noisy World
After reading Squeak, Rumble, Whomp! Whomp! Whomp! aloud, invite children to think of as many things as they can in their
homes and their towns that make noise. Create a list on a flip chart or piece of newsprint. When the list is complete, ask a child
to choose one item from the list and, without revealing his or her choice, make that item’s sound. Allow other children in the
group to guess which item from the list the sound belongs to. Invite the first person to guess correctly to take a turn making a
sound, then ask others to guess the item. Continue through each child who wants to participate.

Symphony Sounds
The book mentions many instruments and their sounds, including:
Saxaphone		

speee . . . . eeaks

Bass Drum		

Bum! Brrrum! BRRRUMBLE!!!!

Trombone		

Brrrawmp!

Violins			
Tubas			
Washboard		
Bass			
Kazoo			

Trumpet		

Tluuck tluck tlawck tlock tlaack tlack tlick!
Whomp! Whomp! WHOMPING!

Schuk-chuk, schuk-chuk, schuka chuk, sschick.

Doom, Doom, Doom, Blap! Doom, Doom, Slap!
huz-huzz-huzzz

Blaa BLAA BLAAARES

Invite children to choose their favorite instrument. Place children who select the same instrument in groups. Give each child a
chance to practice his or her sound individually, then conduct a symphony (with a ruler for a baton, if you like).

A Cacophonous Parade of Vehicles
Squeak, Rumble, Whomp! Whomp! Whomp! includes a cement truck rrrrumbling, an ambulance wooo-uuu, oooo-uuu-ing, a
motorcyle MMMrmrmrrr-ing, and a train WAAAA!BAAAW-ing. Allow children to choose one of these vehicles from the book
or another vehicle from this list:
• Car 		
• Bicycle (bell)
• Jet		

• Helicopter
• Boat		
• Rocket ship

Begin by practicing each vehicle’s sound individually. Then stage a parade of vehicles, each making its sound as it marches along.

A Noisy Menagerie Song
Squeak, Rumble, Whomp! Whomp! Whomp! includes two types of animals: a mouse eeek-eeek-eeeks, and flies go bzzz bzzz bzzz.
Challenge children to name other animals and the sounds they make. Have each child choose a sound, then stage a noisy
menagerie song in which you begin by squeaking or buzzing, then point to each child (with your ruler baton, if you like) to
invite him or her to add his or her sound to the ongoing song.
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You are invited to a

Event
Date:

Time:

Location:

Bring along your noisy voice!

Squeak, Rumble, Whomp! Whomp! Whomp!
MATCH THESE SOUNDS!
Draw a line from each noisy thing to the sound it makes.
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Squeak, Rumble, Whomp! Whomp! Whomp!
NOTE:
Requires markers
or crayons, scissors,
glue sticks, and
blank paper.

WHAT WOULD YOU PLAY?
Choose an instrument and cut it out along the dotted line. Then draw a picture
of yourself. Now combine the two pictures so that you are playing the instrument.
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Drum Set and Cymbals

Saxophone

Cla rinet

Piano
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